
YACHT: AMELS (HOLLAND), 50 METERS
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Built by world-renowned 
shipyard Amels, 50-
metre motor yacht 
Mercury is the epitome 
of excellence and luxury.



Boasting extensive 
outdoor space, 
Mercury has three 
spacious decks which 
incorporate ample 
seating and dining 
areas, large sun pads, 
relaxation chairs, a hot 
tub and a bar.
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Mercury underwent a 
complete refit in 
2006, where she was 
redesigned by 
Reymond Langton to 
offer a warm and 
contemporary feel 
throughout.
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Sky lounge



In the main salon guests 
benefit from comfortable 
seating and huge 
panoramic windows that 
offer impressive views out 
to sea, in addition to an 
adjoining dining area that 
is able to accommodate 12 
guests for formal dinner 
parties. There is also the 
benefit of a lounge on her 
bridge deck.
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Able to accommodate 
up to 12 guests 
onboard, Mercury 
boasts five spacious 
cabins comprising an 
owner’s stateroom with 
salon and private 
office; two VIP double 
cabins; and two twin 
cabins with pullmans.
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Main Salon
Main salon



With an expert crew of 
12, Mercury is equipped 
with an array of 
watersports toys 
including two tenders, 
two Seadoo jetskis, a 
super jet stand-up jet 
ski, two stand-up paddle 
boards, two seabobs, 
snorkelling and fishing 
equipment, waterskis, a 
wakeboard and towable 
toys.
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Lower deck
VIP Cabin



Built in 2001, Mercury 
has a maximum speed 
of 15 knots, with a 
cruising speed of 13 
knots. She has air 
conditioning 
throughout, in addition 
to WiFi and stabilisers 
at anchor.
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Berthed in Tivat, she is 
the perfect yacht for 
cruising the Eastern 
Mediterranean.
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AMELS 50 Meter Yacht – ‘Mercury’

BUILDER

TYPE

BUILT / REFITTED 

LENGTH

BEAM

DRAFT

GROSS TONNAGE 

WATER CAPACITY    

FUEL CAPACITY 

FUEL CONSUMPTION 

HULL 

SUPERSTRUCTURE 

ENGINES

CRUISING SPEED 

MAX. SPEED 

RANGE 

ACCOMODATION 

CREW

FLAG

NAVAL ARCHITECT    

INTERIOR DESIGNER 

EXTERIOR DESIGNER 

Amels Shipyard, Holland

Displacement hull

2001/2006

50.00 m/164’

9.00 m/29’7

3.00 m / 9’10

613

17 400 L

95 000 L

300 L/h @ cruising speed

Welded steel hull, Oyster white hull colour 

Aluminium

2 x Cummins 1200hp

12 knots

14 knots

2955 nm/3186 nm (max/cruising speed) 

12 guests in 5 cabins

12 crew members in 6

Cayman Islands

Amels Shipyard

Terence Disdale/ Rayman Lengton refit 

Terence Disdale/ Rayman Lengton refit 


